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is for every person to enjoy all the rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and other international human rights instruments. We are independent of any
government, political ideology, economic interest or religion. Our work is largely financed
by contributions from our membership and donations.
TransArms, founded in 2002, is a US-based not-for-profit organization dedicated to
analyzing and monitoring the logistics of conventional and non-conventional arms
transfers. TransArms maintains a major databank monitoring transport and brokering
companies historically or currently engaged in the transport of military equipment by
air, sea, and land.
IPIS vzw is a Belgium-based research centre that conducts in-depth action research
focussing on the impact of arms flows on conflict and underdevelopment; the role of
natural resource exploitation in supporting poor governance and corruption; and the
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3

1/INTRODUCTION
‘Mostly the stuff we carried was brand new AK’s
plus the ammunition. They’re all packed in plastic
bags and in beautiful condition… It’s quite a
standard operation for us… We know there is a
war on. We are not involved in it because we…are
just charter pilots… We were doing about 80 to
90 hours flying a month… It is very easy. Leave
the hotel, do a little hour there and two hours on
the ground and you are back in time for dinner.’
British contract pilot describing the delivery by air of Kalashnikov-type assault rifles and ammunition from Rwanda and Uganda
during 2000 to Kisangani, Democratic Republic of Congo, then held by the armed opposition group the Rassemblement Congolais
pour la Démocratie (RCD-Goma)1

Effective regulation of the global trade in conventional arms must include adequate
provisions to control the physical movement of arms across international borders.
The proposed Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) should be designed to prevent unauthorised
or irresponsible international transfers of weapons, munitions and related
equipment internationally: it must therefore require states to impose effective
controls and reporting requirements on the transport and transporters of arms,
including through Free Trade Zones. Without such requirements, the ATT will fail to
address a significant gap in international arms transfer controls, and will deprive
states of a key tool to prevent arms transfers where it can be foreseen the arms are
likely to be used to violate human rights and destroy lives and livelihoods contrary
to international law.
This briefing note draws on recent research undertaken by Amnesty International,
Transarms and the International Peace Information Service (IPIS). Some of this
material forms part of a more comprehensive study of the role of civil aviation in
military logistics, the arms trade and arms trafficking, to be published by IPIS and
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Transarms later in 2010.
Critically, it reveals that inadequate regulation of arms transportation is a global
problem, not confined to jurisdictions with weak arms transfer controls. It
documents recent international arms transfers at substantial risk of being used to
commit or facilitate serious violations of international human rights and
humanitarian law, and which have been transported by transport companies
registered in all five permanent members of the UN Security Council (China,
France, the Russian Federation, the UK, and the USA), and which have been
undertaken using ships and aircraft registered (‘flagged’) in European states: states
which in theory operate robust controls on arms exports, but which continue in
many cases to have inadequate controls on the arms transportation activities of
aircraft, vessels and transport service providers within their jurisdictions.
Differing national controls on arms transportation, as well as variations in the
national implementation of existing international transportation standards covering
arms and dangerous goods, have resulted in a global patchwork of regulation which
continues to undermine states’ ability to properly regulate international arms
transfers. The resulting loopholes, whether by design or omission, continue to allow
international arms transfers that are used to commit or facilitate serious violations
of international human rights and humanitarian law. The Arms Trade Treaty
provides a critical opportunity to define high common international standards to
address the adequate regulation of the physical movement of conventional arms.

WHO ARE ARMS TRANSPORTERS?
The term ‘transport service providers’ is used in this report to mean both
(i) carriers (entities owning or operating ships, aircraft and other vehicles which are responsible for physically
transporting goods across international borders); and
(ii) entities involved in arrangements for the transportation of goods (including shipping agents and shipping
brokers, freight forwarders, and charterers).
This second set of actors follows the definition of ‘transportation agents’ developed in the 2001 report of the
‘UN Group of Governmental Experts on brokering activities, particularly illicit activities, relating to small arms
and light weapons, including transportation agents and financial transactions’.2
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2/STOPPING UNAUTHORISED AND
ILLEGAL INTERNATIONAL ARMS
TRANSFERS
All UN Member States have legal obligations to impose controls on arms
transportation in some cases to prevent unauthorised or illegal international arms
transfers.3 Recognising states' existing legal authority over ships and aircraft which
are registered or 'flagged' in their jurisdictions, most UN Security Council arms
embargoes require all states to prevent the supply of arms and other embargoed
materiel “using their flag vessels or aircraft” to embargoed regions or entities.4
Many UN Security Council arms embargoes also require states to prevent the
“direct or indirect supply” of arms “by their nationals”, an obligation which
includes nationals engaged in the transportation of arms internationally to
embargoed regions or entities.
Beyond specific obligations imposed by binding UN Security Council arms
embargoes, many states have recognised the role that some transport service
providers have played in helping to transfer arms shipments internationally to
unauthorised or unlawful end-users or end-uses. This was recognised in the 2007
report of the UN Group of Governmental Experts on combating illicit brokering in
small arms and light weapons, which recommended that all states should be
encouraged to adequately regulate through their national laws “closely associated
activities” of arms brokering, including “transport [and] freight forwarding”.5 The
Group’s recommendations, which all states have been encouraged to implement by
a 2007 UN General Assembly resolution, backed by 179 states, reflect the
widespread findings of arms embargo investigative panels established by the UN
Security Council, as well as investigative reports by Amnesty International and other
non-governmental organisations. This extensive body of detailed investigative work
has highlighted the critical role played by cargo carriers, ship and aircraft owners,
shipping brokers, charterers and freight forwarders in supplying shipments of arms
and ammunition to arms-embargoed states and armed opposition groups, and to
those committing serious violations of international law.6
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A customs officer in the
port of Gioia Tauro, Italy,
inspects a shipping
container after more than
8,000 Kalashnikov rifles,
machine guns and other
weapons were seized,
April 2004.
© Private

In some cases, transport service providers have themselves collaborated with arms
brokers to organise arms transfers to unauthorised or unlawful end-users, using
complex and altered shipping routes and flight plans, shell companies, and
changing registrations of ships and aircraft. In June 2007, for example, the Syrian
arms dealer Monzer Al Kassar was arrested in Spain by a ‘sting’ operation organised
by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), and extradited to the USA. Al Kassar
was accused of seeking to organize a multimillion-dollar transaction of weapons
including assault rifles, millions of rounds of ammunition, grenades and surface-toair missiles, with sources working for the DEA who told al Kassar that they
represented the Colombian guerrilla group FARC (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias
de Colombia).7 In February 2009 a U.S. court sentenced Al Kassar to 30 years
imprisonment for conspiracy to acquire and export anti-aircraft missiles, murder US
nationals and provide material aid to FARC.8
In this instance, the arms transfer was initiated by the DEA’s sting operation, rather
than by FARC.9 Nonetheless the case illustrates ways in which transport service
providers may collude in attempting to transfer an arms shipment to an
unauthorised end-user. Court documents set out how Al Kassar, according to the
DEA, proposed to use a “trusted associate” shipper to divert the arms shipment
from Eastern Europe to an unauthorised destination. The DEA’s sources provided Al
Kassar with end-user documentation for Bulgarian and Romanian authorities,
ostensibly showing that the weapons were destined for government agencies in
Nicaragua. According to the DEA's affidavit, Al Kassar agreed to the confidential
sources’ suggestion that the weapons should then be shipped to Suriname instead,
where they were to be delivered to FARC representatives.
Al Kassar introduced the DEA’s sources in Spain to two ship captains, “Christos”
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and “George”, whom Al Kassar stated had been his “trusted associates…who would
transport the weapons from Romania and Bulgaria to Suriname”, according to the
affidavit.10 Al Kassar reportedly told the DEA’s confidential sources that one of
these ship captains “had been working with Al Kassar and his organization for over
30 years, and…had never been detained or arrested on charges of arms
trafficking….[the captain] could take the weapons right into the port, even if the
United States was watching, and not be detected.”11 Emails submitted as evidence
to the court, apparently between Captains “Christos” and “George”, forwarded by
“Christos” to an email address used by Al Kassar and his associates, appear to show
that Captain “George” worked for a Greek shipping company, and proposed to use a
particular ship which they were attempting to register in Liberia through a Liberian
company.12
In other cases, arms brokers organising unlawful arms transfers may themselves
double as transport service providers. In August 2000, for example, arms broker
Leonid Minin was tried in Italy for supplying weapons to arms-embargoed Liberia,
whose then government was supplying arms and military support to the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) armed group in Sierra Leone. Liberia was itself in
the midst of a 14-year civil war which resulted in over 250,000 deaths and the
displacement of a third of the population. Human rights abuses committed by
fighting forces supplied with arms from the Liberian government and other actors
included forced displacement, abduction, forced recruitment of child soldiers,
torture, looting, forced labour, rape, sexual slavery, and unlawful killings.
Court documents appear to show how Minin reportedly provided not just arms but
an aircraft which was used to transport them to Liberia. Using a company registered
in Gibraltar, Minin reportedly arranged for the arms shipment to be transported from
Ukraine to Burkina Faso using an Antonov-124 aircraft operated by a UK company,
and provided an end-user certificate ostensibly indicating that the arms were
destined for the government of Burkina Faso. Flight records and photographs
indicate that the arms were then flown on from Ouagadougou and Bobo Dioulasso in
Burkina Faso to Liberia, using a private BAC-111 jet owned by Minin, registered in
the Cayman Islands.13
These cases illustrate how arms brokers and complicit governments have sought to
use complex, transnational transport operations to divert arms shipments from
authorised end-users to armed forces and armed groups engaged in war crimes and
serious violations of international human rights law. Minin’s case in particular
illustrates the need for states to regulate the activities of arms brokers and transport
service providers operating in their jurisdictions. Italy lacks adequate regulation of
arms brokering, and so the Italian court hearing Minin’s case determined that it
lacked jurisdiction, since the arms had not physically entered into Italian territory.
Minin was acquitted of charges relating to arms trafficking, and was released.14
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3/PREVENTING IRRESPONSIBLE
INTERNATIONAL ARMS TRANSFERS
THE ‘SHIP OF SHAME’
On 10 April 2008 a Chinese-flagged cargo ship, the MV An Yue Jiang, arrived in Durban, South Africa. Owned
and operated by Chinese Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO), the An Yue Jiang’s cargo included six shipping
containers filled with 3080 cases of arms, including 3 million rounds of rifle ammunition as well as rocketpropelled grenades, mortar bombs and mortar launchers, all exported by Poly Technologies Inc of Beijing.15
According to shipping documents and subsequent statements by the Zimbabwean government, the arms were
destined to the Zimbabwe Defence Force.
At that time, shortly after disputed elections held on 29 March 2008, senior personnel in the Zimbabwean
army were responsible for widespread human rights violations against opposition supporters, including
beatings, enforced disappearances, assaults, unlawful killings and torture by soldiers, “war veterans” and
supporters of the ruling party (ZANU-PF) against people accused of having voted for the then opposition
parties. Abuses were continuing with impunity: though some victims reported these crimes to the police, no
arrests of perpetrators were reported.16
Although, according to court documents, the shipment received a transit licence from the South African
government to be moved on to Zimbabwe, trade unions in South Africa nonetheless appealed to transport
workers not to offload the cargo if the ship docked at any African port and church leaders backed by lawyers in
South Africa obtained a court order to stop the shipment through South Africa ports. When the An Yue Jiang
sailed away from South African ports with the arms cargo, transport workers in ports in Mozambique, Namibia
and Angola, mobilised by national trade unions and assisted by the International Transport Workers’
Federation (ITF) and lawyers in those countries, similarly refused to offload the military cargo. Although some
cargo was offloaded in Luanda, the ship reportedly returned its military cargo to China.17

As well as helping to prevent diverted and illegal arms transfers, controls on arms
transportation and transporters provide states with one of the few available tools to
prevent irresponsible arms transfers which are likely to facilitate serious violations
of international human rights or humanitarian law, but which have nonetheless been
authorised by exporting states. Preventing such irresponsible arms transfers cannot
be left to direct action by civil society, as in the case above. Where irresponsible
arms transfers are at substantial risk of being used to facilitate serious crimes and
violations of international law, but nonetheless are exported by states or with their
authorisation, national controls on arms transportation enables ATT States Parties to
prevent such irresponsible shipments where they are transported by vessels or
entities within the jurisdictions of ATT States Parties. Regulating arms transporters
should also form part of states’ due diligence obligations to prevent serious
violations of international law facilitated by state and private entities operating
within their jurisdictions, including those operating ships and vessels ‘flagged’ with
their nationality and thus also within their jurisdictions.18
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AN EFFECTIVE HUMAN RIGHTS RULE FOR THE ARMS TRADE
TREATY
States Parties to an ATT should prevent international transfers of conventional arms where there is
credible and reliable information indicating a substantial risk that the intended recipient is likely to use
these arms to commit or facilitate serious violations of international human rights law or international
humanitarian law.19
Where there is clear information indicating such a substantial risk, States should be required under the
treaty to refuse or revoke authorisation for the transfer of arms in question until the substantial risk of
further serious violations using such arms has been curtailed through remedial action.20
Critically, national controls on arms transportation and transport service providers
can be effective in this way because irresponsible arms transfers are not always
shipped using aircraft or vessels registered in poorly-regulated ‘flags of
convenience’. Nor are the operators of such aircraft or vessels always located in the
jurisdictions of states with weak arms transfer controls. Rather, as the examples
below indicate, commercial transport service providers involved in irresponsible
arms transfers – in some cases without their knowledge or complicity – often
operate from states which may have robust arms control mechanisms to assess the
risk that arms exports may contribute to serious violations of international law; but
which may not apply such mechanisms to regulate or risk-assess arms
transportation under their jurisdiction.
The following examples of irresponsible arms transfers around the world show how
such transfers have been transported by ships, aircraft and well-known air cargo
carriers and shipping companies registered in France, the UK, Germany and
elsewhere. Extending robust risk-assessment licensing mechanisms from arms
exports to include arms transportation and transport service providers would thus
provide a much-needed means for responsible states with greater regulatory
capacity to prevent irresponsible or unlawful arms transfers exported from other
states which fail to adhere to international standards on the export, import and
transfer of conventional arms.

CASE STUDY: 2009-10: CLUSTER MUNITIONS AND COMPONENTS SHIPPED BY
EUROPEAN VESSELS
In November 2006 a South Korean arms manufacturer, Poongsan Corporation,
reportedly signed a 'licensed-production' deal for Pakistan's major arms
manufacturer, Pakistan Ordnance Factories, to produce K-310 155mm artillery
shells designed by Poongsan Corporation in South Korea.21 Both companies have
reportedly stated that the munitions produced under this arrangement will be
marketed for export.22 K-310 artillery shells are cluster munitions, each shell
containing 49 'DPICM' bomblets designed to scatter and explode over a wide area.23
Cluster munitions act indiscriminately when used near civilians, in contravention of
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international humanitarian law, and also leave unexploded ordnance – de-facto
landmines – causing deaths and injuries for months or years after attacks, and
denying livelihoods to affected communities by making large areas of their land
dangerous to use or cultivate. The manufacture, transfer and use of cluster
munitions is prohibited by the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions, which 103
states have signed, and which enters into force on 1 August 2010.
In April 2008, the Pakistan army reportedly received its first batch of South
Korean-designed 155mm 'DPICM' cluster artillery shells from Pakistan Ordnance
Factories.24 Neither South Korea nor Pakistan has signed the Convention on Cluster
Munitions, which prohibits the manufacture, transfer and use of cluster munitions.
However, between 2008 and 2010 a series of shipments of inert cluster munition
parts, as well as complete cluster munitions and other goods, were transported from
South Korean arms manufacturers to Pakistan's armament factories on ships
operated by shipping companies registered in and operating from countries which
have signed the Convention; and in some cases using ships flagged in those
countries.
During March 2008, a consignment of munitions from Hanwha Corporation in
South Korea, destined for Pakistan's Inspectorate of Armament according to
documentation produced by Pakistan's Federal Board of Revenue, was transported
from Busan (Pusan) to Karachi on the BBC Islander, a ship operated by a German
company.25 According to revenue authority documentation, this consignment
included 2.75 inch ‘MPSM’ (Multi-Purpose Sub-Munition) rockets: air-launched
cluster munitions which each carry 9 ‘multipurpose’ bomblets.26 The BBC Islander
also carried 6 metric tons of unidentified goods from Poongsan Corporation to the
Sanjwal factory of Pakistan Ordnance Factories,27 the plant which produces 155mm
artillery shells, according to Pakistan's Ministry of Defence Production;28 although it
is not clear from the revenue authority documentation whether the consignment
carried on the BBC Islander included parts for cluster munitions.29
There is no suggestion that the owners and operators of the ship acted unlawfully:
indeed, these shipments highlight the fact that although Germany is amongst those
states which do control arms transportation in some circumstances, loopholes in
German regulations persist.30 In this case, the BBC Islander was flagged in Antigua
and Barbuda: German arms transportation controls cover German-flagged ships, but
not ships which are owned or operated by German firms, but are flagged in other
jurisdictions.
During April 2009 a further consignment of inert components for 155mm K-310
(cluster munition) artillery shells was exported by South Korea’s Poongsan
Corporation to Pakistan Ordnance Factories' Sanjwal plant. The munition parts were
described in detail on shipping documents as “155MM K310 DUMMY KIT”,
“KM577 DUMMY METALIC FUZE” and “M10 PLASTIC CASE”. 31 Revenue
authority documents show that the consignment was transported from Busan
(Pusan) in South Korea to Karachi in Pakistan on a UK-flagged ship, the MV
Hyundai Baron.32 As well as being registered in the UK, the ships also appears to
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have been operated by a UK-registered company: it has been listed in the fleet list
of vessels operated by a London-based ship management company, Zodiac Maritime
Agencies Ltd.33 The Hyundai Baron was at the time also owned by a British Virgin
Islands company, Tair Marine Inc; although it is not possible to determine who
controls Tair Marine Inc, its sister company Tair Marine (UK) Ltd shares directors
with Zodiac Maritime Agencies Ltd, and has its registered office in the same
London building.34
The UK passed legislation in October 2008 which effectively prohibits UK
individuals and companies, including UK-registered companies, from doing “any act
calculated to promote the supply or delivery” of a range of prohibited weapons,
including cluster munitions and their components, “where that person knows or has
reason to believe that such action or actions will, or may, result in the removal of
those goods from one third country to another third country.”35 Amnesty
International contacted Zodiac Maritime Agencies Ltd in December 2009
expressing the organisation’s concerns that a cargo carried on one of their vessels
may have consisted of components for K310 cluster munitions, noting the relevant
UK legislation, and requesting further details about the cargo.36 Nonetheless in
February 2010 revenue authority documents show that a further 1.515 metric-ton
consignment from Poongsan Corporation of inert components for K-310 artillery
shells – again described in detail on shipping documents as 4 pallets of
“OF155MM K310 TP PROJECTILE (DUMMY)” – was transported to Karachi by the
MV Hyundai Emperor, another UK-flagged vessel listed on the fleet list of Zodiac
Maritime Agencies. 37

MV Hyundai Baron, which
transported components
of 155mm K-310 cluster
munition artillery shells to
Pakistan in April 2009
© Henk Guddee
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Zodiac Maritime Agencies Ltd declined to disclose to Amnesty International further
details of “cargoes our chartering clients may or may not have carried on our
vessels”, and stated that “these vessels were on charter to Hyundai Merchant
Marine of South Korea who is obliged as the shippers under the terms of
employment to comply with all relevant international law and convention. We have
no reason to believe that the applicable laws and conventions were not complied
with here.”38
Amnesty International has been unable to determine whether the UK transport
service providers involved in providing means of transport for these shipments were
aware of the nature of the cargoes carried by the ships they operated or owned.
However, UK enforcement of this legislation, and notification of transport
companies known to be involved in shipments of prohibited items, could prevent
further shipments facilitating the production and export of weapons which the
majority of states, including the UK, have committed to banning on the grounds of
international humanitarian law.

CASE STUDY: 2008: ARMS TO THE GREAT LAKES REGION ON A FRENCH
PASSENGER FLIGHT
On 16 January 2007, the Rwandan government issued an end use certificate (EUC)
for the procurement of 49 kits of parts and tools for 14.5mm KPVT machine guns.
According to the EUC, the arms were to be procured through a UK-registered arms
brokering company, System Use Contract Ltd, which does not appear to have
obtained a brokering license from the UK government for the transaction.39
Transport documents indicate that the machine gun parts were supplied by the
Sofia-based Armico Ltd, and authorised for export by the Bulgarian government to
Rwanda. The arms were finally exported from Sofia on 19 September 2008.
Although KPVT machine guns are particularly intended for use on armoured
vehicles, KPV-type guns and their parts are the basis of most Soviet-type 14.5mm
anti-aircraft weapons, amongst the most common heavy weapons found with armed
forces and armed opposition groups, used either against aircraft or helicopters or
against forces on the ground, often mounted on light vehicles as 'technicals'.40
At the time of export in September 2008, more than 220,000 people had been
displaced by a brutal upsurge of fighting in neighbouring eastern Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), between the DRC armed forces and the armed opposition
group the Congres national pour la defense du peuple (CNDP). The fighting had
precipitated a new human rights crisis in the eastern DRC, with both government
and armed group forces killing, raping, abducting and torturing civilians, including
the widespread rape of women and children; and the CNDP forcibly recruiting child
soldiers from schools, from which escapees were allegedly killed or tortured,
sometimes in the presence of other children.41 In December 2008, the report of the
UN Group of Experts on the DRC presented evidence that during 2007 and 2008
the CNDP was receiving logistical and military support from the Rwandan Defence
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Forces, including facilitating the supply of arms, and reported complicity in the
recruitment of adult and child CNDP fighters within Rwanda.42 This continued a
pattern over many years of Rwandan military support for armed groups in the
eastern DRC, including supplies of arms and military support to the CNDP’s
predecessor group, the Rassemblement Congolais pour la Démocratie-Goma (RCDGoma):43 support which only appears to have ended in 2009 with the arrest of
CNDP leader Laurent Nkunda in Rwanda, the hasty integration of CNDP and other
armed group fighters into the DRC armed forces (FARDC), and a subsequent violent
joint operation by DRC and Rwandan forces against the FDLR armed group in which
serious violations of international humanitarian and human rights law were
committed by both armed groups and the DRC national army.44

A woman caught in a rain
storm in the Kibati camp
north of Goma in eastern
DRC, 4 November 2008.
Many of those in Kibati
camp had been displaced
by fighting between the
CNDP and the DRC armed
forces, © AP/PA
Photo/Jerome Delay

It is impossible to determine definitively whether the specific parts flown from
Bulgaria were shipped on or used in the eastern DRC. However, at that time there
appears to have been a clear and substantial risk that machine gun/anti-aircraft gun
parts procured by the Rwandan government might be diverted or used in the DRC
fighting. During 2008, according to the UN Group of Experts, Rwandan Defence
Forces reportedly entered into DRC territory itself, and provided fire in support of
the CNDP’s armed offensive against the DRC government. In particular, the UN
Panel noted that UN peacekeepers came under anti-aircraft gun fire in October
2008 from guns which appeared to have been transported by road from Rwanda
(they also noted that the CNDP had themselves acquired anti-aircraft guns).45
Given the substantial risk to human rights in the eastern DRC of supplying machine
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gun/anti-aircraft gun parts to Rwanda at a time when these same kinds of weapons
were reportedly being transferred from Rwanda into the DRC, the obligations of all
states to withhold such transfers ought to have been activated in this instance. All
states are obliged to “respect and ensure respect” for international humanitarian
law by not authorizing transfers of weapons where there is a substantial or clear risk
that the military technology or equipment to be exported is likely to be used in the
commission of serious violations of international humanitarian law.46 EU states,
including Bulgaria and France, also have specific explicit obligations under EU law
not to authorize arms transfers “if there is a clear risk that the intended recipient
would use the military technology or equipment to be exported aggressively against
another country”, or where there exists “a risk that the military technology or
equipment will be diverted within the buyer country or re-exported under
undesirable conditions”.47
Transport documents show that the shipment was carried on a regular scheduled Air
France passenger flight (flight number AF2687) from Sofia to Charles de Gaulle
airport in Paris.48 It was then flown to Nairobi on flight KQ 8002 on 24 September
2008.49 Its final destination, given in the transport documents, was Kigali. The
airway bill for the shipment also lists a South African company as being in charge of
handling the cargo.50

Air France Airway Bill No.
057-10679933, dated 19
September 2008, showing
arms shipment from Sofia
to Paris for onward
destination to Kigali
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The French, Bulgarian and South African companies appear to have acted lawfully.
Nonetheless the Bulgarian, French and Kenyan governments which permitted the
export and transit of the shipment through their territories failed in this instance to
stop a clearly irresponsible arms transfer. In the case of France, the institutional
mechanisms for doing so adequately are not in place. France, alongside Belgium,
has been at the forefront of multilateral efforts to incorporate transporters into arms
transfer licensing mechanisms. A French and Belgian government initiative led in
2007 and 2008 to the members of the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE) and the Wassenaar Arrangement (WA) arms transfer control
grouping, including France, adopting ‘Best Practices to Prevent Destabilising
Transfers of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) through Air Transport’.51 These
‘Best Practices’, which exempt government, military, or government-chartered
aircraft, are intended to help prevent and reduce risks of diversion or “destabilising”
arms transfers. They encourage states to require arms exporters (rather than arms
transporters) to provide details of the transporters and transport routes involved in
their exports of small arms and light weapons prior to obtaining an export licence.
Yet while these 'Best Practices' allow the transport arrangements of exports from
participating states to be scrutinised by licensing authorities, neither the 'Best
Practices' nor French national arms transfer controls require carriers or other
transport service providers themselves, such as Air France, to obtain specific
licences to transport arms for arms exporters outside of France.
In the absence of specific controls on arms transport service providers themselves,
France was thus unable to prevent this arms shipment, at substantial risk of
diversion or misuse; despite the arms being carried by France’s national airline, and
in this instance trans-shipped through Paris.52
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4/HOW SHOULD THE ARMS TRADE
TREATY CONTROL ARMS
TRANSPORATION?
The UN General Assembly has tasked the Arms Trade Treaty Conference and its
Preparatory Committee with developing an international instrument containing the
“highest possible common international standards for the transfer of conventional
arms”.53 A number of UN Member States already have regulations to control arms
transportation: the “highest possible common international standards” should
therefore include arms transportation controls in some form.54 In addition, a range
of obligations and powers to control arms transportation and transporters, outlined
below, have been imposed in certain instances by the UN Security Council and
conferred by international instruments on all UN member states.
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International instrument

Provisions

Includes flag
vessels/aircraft
transporting arms?

UN Security Council arms
embargoes

Yes
All UN Member States must
prevent the supply of arms and
other embargoed materiel “using
their flag vessels or aircraft” to
embargoed regions or entities;
and prevent the “direct or
indirect supply” of arms “by their
nationals” to embargoed regions
or entities55

Yes

Yes

EU arms embargoes

All EU Member States must
prevent the supply of arms and
other embargoed materiel “by
nationals of Member States or…
using their flag vessels or
aircraft…

Yes

Yes

Yes

17

Includes arms
Includes arms transport
transport in a state's service providers operating
jurisdiction?
from a state's jurisdiction?

whether originating or not in their
territories”.56
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International instrument

Provisions

Includes flag
vessels/aircraft
transporting arms?

Includes arms
Includes arms transport
transport in a state's service providers operating
jurisdiction?
from a state's jurisdiction?

Convention on International Civil Article 35: “No munitions of war No
Aviation (Chicago Convention) – or implements of war may be
carried in or above the territory of
air transport only
a State in aircraft engaged in
international navigation, except
by permission of such State.”57

Yes, but does not
No
stipulate grounds
for refusing
carriage, or require
states to consider
the destination or
intended end-use of
the weapons in
granting
authorisation

Council (EC) Regulation
1899/2006 of 12 December
2006 [prescribing common EU
aviation safety standards] – air
transport only

No (except
dangerous goods,
which may include
ammunition but not
many other kinds of
arms)
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“An [aircraft] operator shall not
transport weapons of war and
ammunitions of war by
air unless an approval to do so
has been granted by all States
concerned” [the states of origin,
transit, overflight and
destination]

Yes, but does not
stipulate grounds for
refusing carriage, or
require states to
consider the
destination or
intended end-use of
the weapons in
granting authorisation
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Yes, but does not stipulate
grounds for refusing carriage,
or require states to consider
the destination or intended
end-use of the weapons in
granting authorisation
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Includes flag
vessels/aircraft
transporting arms?
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International instrument

Provisions

Includes arms
Includes arms transport
transport in a state's service providers operating
jurisdiction?
from a state's jurisdiction?

ECOWAS Convention on Small
Arms and Light Weapons, their
ammunition and other related
materials

Defines brokering to include “the No
transportation of small arms and
light weapons”. All brokering
agents in member states must
“obtain an explicit authorization
for each individual transaction in
which they are involved
irrespective of where the
arrangements take place”

Transit of small
Yes (but only covers small
arms and light
arms and light weapons)
weapons through a
state party’s territory
requires
authorisation

Nairobi Protocol for the
Prevention, Control and
Reduction of Small Arms and
Light Weapons in the Great
Lakes Region and the Horn of
Africa

States Parties must regulate all
No
“transporters of small arms and
light weapons through licensing”.
Brokering also defined to include
acting “to facilitate the
transfer…in respect of any
transaction relating to the buying
or selling of small arms and light
weapons”. Such authorisations
shall not be given, inter alia, if
“the arms are destined to be
used: for the violation of
international humanitarian law or
infringement of human and
peoples’ rights and freedoms, or
for the purpose of
oppression”

Prior to an arms
transfer taking
place, transit states
must have at a
minimum, given
notice in
writing, prior to
shipment, that they
have no objection to
the transit.
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International instruments and national regulatory systems thus already impose a
range of obligations and powers to control arms transportation and arms
transporters. In many states, however, these obligations and powers are either not
implemented, or are only implemented through transport safety regulations rather
than through specific arms transfer control mechanisms. As a result, substantial
loopholes exist regarding the transport service providers and the types of weapons
and associated equipment covered by different states' transport regulations. In
addition, as the above examples show, transport regulations in most states do not
incorporate any risk assessment that an international arms transfer may be diverted
to unauthorised end-users, or be used in serious violations of international law: such
risk assessment procedures are critical for preventing irresponsible or unlawful arms
transfers, and protecting human rights.
There are four ways in which states currently implement their obligations to prevent
illicit and irresponsible arms transfers undertaken by transport service providers,
aircraft and vessels under their jurisdictions.58

(I) CONTROLLING FLAG VESSELS AND AIRCRAFT
As noted above, all UN member states are obliged to prevent the supply of arms in
breach of UN arms embargoes from being transported on vessels and aircraft
‘flagged’ (registered) in their jurisdictions. Some member states have acted on
these obligations when potential embargo breaches on their flag vessels have been
detected. For example, on 29 January 2009 a Cypriot-flagged ship the MV
Monchegorsk was ordered into a Cyprus port by Cypriot authorities after it was
stopped while passing through the eastern Mediterranean. According to information
provided by Cyprus to the UN Security Council, the ship had been chartered by an
Iranian shipping company and was found to be carrying parts for 125mm anti-tank
ammunition, bullet shells, and explosive charges from Iran in contravention of UN
Security Council Resolution 1747.59
However, if states are to adequately fulfil their obligation to prevent breaches of
mandatory arms embargoes, they cannot rely only on the difficult task of detecting
unlawful shipments, but should adopt and implement precautionary procedures to
stop potential embargo breaches before they take place. This can be achieved, for
instance, by requiring aircraft and vessel operators to obtain prior authorisation for
arms shipments on their flag vessels and aircraft, as is done in Germany for arms
shipments on German ships.60 At a minimum, states should require flag vessels and
aircraft to obtain a general authorisation to transport arms as part of an aircraft or
vessel's registration process, and should exclude aircraft, vessels and carriers found
to have been breaching arms embargoes or other arms transfer laws from being
authorised to transport arms.
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(II) CONTROLLING ARMS TRANSPORT IN A STATE’S JURISDICTION
A number of states place specific controls on arms transported through their
territory or airspace. In the case of air transport, this power is explicitly mandated
by Article 35 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation (the ‘Chicago’
Convention).61 In some states these controls are currently confined to air safety
regulations requiring authorisation for the carriage of 'dangerous goods', which
include ammunition but not many weapons or other types of military equipment,
and which do not involve any consideration of the destination or final use of the
equipment to be delivered.
One example where a system of national authorisations for the carriage of weapons
through national territory or airspace is integrated into wider arms control risk
assessment procedures is the practice of Ireland. Aircraft carrying “munitions of war
or implements of war” over Ireland, or landing in Ireland, require authorisation from
the Department of Transport. Applications for such flights are referred to the
Department of Foreign Affairs, Department of Justice and the Irish Aviation
Authority for observations, and the Department of Defence for information, allowing
policy-based risk assessments of the arms transfers themselves to be made, rather
than simply safety-based assessments of the flights.62
A lack of sufficient information has sometimes led to irresponsible transfers taking
place. For example, on 27 February 2006 a Russian-registered Antonov-124 cargo
aircraft (RA 82042) reportedly made a technical stop at Shannon airport while
transporting military attack helicopters from the USA to Israel.63 The Israeli military
has repeatedly used attack helicopters in the Occupied Palestinian Territories and
in Lebanon in attacks which have resulted in high numbers of civilian fatalities and
injuries, including direct attacks on civilian objects, indiscriminate attacks in
densely populated civilian areas, and extrajudicial executions. 64 Amnesty
International has urged all governments to respect their international obligation to
refrain from supplying arms likely to be used in serious human rights violations and
breaches of international humanitarian law. In this instance, the Irish government
stated that it was not informed about the flight’s outbound stop-over in Ireland:
“[t]he original information provided to the department [of Transport] by the aircraft
operator shows that the flight in question intended to travel from the USA to Israel
via Iceland and to return via Shannon. We were informed that the flight landing at
Shannon on the return leg would be empty. Following inquiries today, it has been
discovered that the aircraft landed in Shannon on the outbound leg.”65 Equally
problematic is the fact that the Irish government has previously not systematically
collected information on the origin or destination of arms-carrying flights, apart
from their immediately previous and next point of landing, making it difficult in
some cases to undertake prior risk assessment about the final destination or enduser of the arms.66
Nonetheless the Irish government has used its Chicago Convention powers to
prevent other arms shipments at substantial risk of being used in serious violations
of international human rights or humanitarian law. Information provided by the
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Department of Transport indicates that between January 2003 and October 2006,
eight weapons-carrying flights were refused authorisation for overflight or landing in
Ireland, including four flights refused on the grounds that they were carrying
landmines, which Ireland prohibits due to its obligations under the (anti-personnel)
Mine Ban Convention.67 The Irish government also stated that during the Lebanon
conflict in 2006 “permission would not be granted to any such application for the
transport of munitions of war to Israel”.68

(III) CONTROLLING ARMS TRANSPORT SERVICE PROVIDERS OPERATING FROM A
STATE’S JURISDICTION
The examples in this briefing of UK- and German-registered transport service
providers involved in the transport of cluster munitions and their components within
South-East Asia, and Air France-operated aircraft transporting an irresponsible arms
transfer to the Great Lakes region, indicate the clear potential value of specific
controls on transport service providers themselves.
Some states have introduced controls, similar to controls on arms brokering,
requiring the licensing of arms transport service providers (rather than individual
aircraft or vessels) operating from their jurisdiction. For example, Ukrainian aircraft
operators, as well as those operating aircraft registered on the Ukrainian national
registry, have since at least 2003 been required to obtain authorisations from the
Ukrainian State export control authority and the Ukrainian civil aviation authority to
transport military goods, even outside of Ukraine; although these authorisations are
not always specific to individual flights, and so may not detect or prevent particular
irresponsible transfers.69 The UK, by contrast, has imposed extraterritorial and
flight-specific controls on the transportation of some weapons by UK-registered
transport service providers: since 2008, transport service providers operating from
the UK have been required to obtain authorisation from the UK government prior to
providing transport for transfers between third countries of small arms and light
weapons, as well as all types of arms prohibited for transfer by the UK government,
where they are aware of the arms transfer. Similarly, the ECOWAS Convention on
Small Arms and Light Weapons, to which 15 West African states are bound,
requires all arms brokering agents in ECOWAS member states to obtain “obtain an
explicit authorization for each individual transaction in which they are involved
irrespective of where the arrangements take place”, and defines arms brokering to
include “the transportation of small arms and light weapons”.70 The 11 signatories
to the Nairobi Protocol have likewise committed to regulating “all… transporters of
small arms and light weapons through licensing”.71
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(IV) INCORPORATING TRANSPORT ARRANGEMENTS INTO ARMS EXPORT RISK
ASSESSMENT
Finally, some states have sought to integrate transport arrangements into their
existing arms export licensing procedures. The 56 participating states of the OSCE,
as well as the forty states of the Wassenaar Arrangement which includes most of the
world’s major arms exporters, have adopted ‘Best Practices’ under which arms
exporters should be required to provide licensing authorities with information about
the route, carrier, and aircraft involved in exports of small arms and light weapons
by air, prior to receiving authorisation for such exports.72 The ECOWAS Convention
on Small Arms and Light Weapons similarly requires applications for transfer
authorisations, referred to the ECOWAS Executive Secretariat, to include
information on “transit locations, the type of transport to be used, all companies
involved in importing, freight forwarding and handling”.73
These measures are designed principally to prevent the illicit diversion of small
arms and light weapons to unauthorised end-users, by allowing export licensing
authorities undertaking risk assessment of the likelihood of such diversion to
identify the involvement of transport routes or suspected illicit arms carriers which
might indicate the risk of diversion. The OSCE and Wassenaar ‘Best Practices’
remain confined, however, to air transport; to transfers of small arms and light
weapons only; and to exports from participating states’ jurisdictions. They also
exempt government, military, or government-chartered aircraft, on which many arms
transfers are carried. They do not contain an obligation for participating states to
control arms transfers undertaken by transport and transport service providers
registered in participating states’ jurisdictions but operating elsewhere – as is
evident in the cases detailed in this briefing, and as is already required of all states
by recent UN arms embargoes. Nor do they contain any obligation for participating
states to assess the risk that such transfers might be used to facilitate violations of
international law. Without specific controls on arms transporters themselves,
incorporating robust standards of human rights risk assessment, irresponsible
transfers like those highlighted in this briefing will likely continue.
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5/CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
There is a clear need for the consistent and coherent incorporation of states’
existing powers and obligations to regulate arms transportation, into an international
instrument such as the ATT. The ATT should ensure that these powers and
obligations are applied to all types of arms and to all means of international arms
transportation. In particular, ATT provisions should ensure that national arms
transportation controls are used to prevent international arms transfers which would
contravene the terms of the Treaty. Ultimately, controls should be designed to
enable states to prevent unauthorised or illegal arms shipments as well as
irresponsible arms shipments within their jurisdictions, requiring all states to
properly assess the risk that a particular shipment would contribute to serious
violations of international law, especially of international human rights or
humanitarian law. To do this, transportation controls must incorporate risk
assessment mechanisms regarding the likely misuse or diversion of weapons,
munitions or related equipment.
As much as possible, such controls should incorporate and enhance existing
mechanisms and authorities regulating the physical movement of cargo, including
customs, border control, civil aviation and maritime authorities. In particular,
enhancing and incorporating uniform provisions for the customs control of
shipments of ATT-controlled items would not only assist in the control and
verification of international arms transfers, but would also promote their
transparency. States’ reporting of international arms transfers currently lacks
coverage and uniformity. Government-to-government transfers are usually not
recorded by customs authorities, and are often not reported by governments in
published arms transfer reports. In addition, many states' published national arms
transfer reports do not contain information that precisely identifies the type of
weapons sold or purchased beyond the level of broad categories, or the type of enduser to which the arms transfer has been authorised. This makes it difficult to
determine what arms are being transferred from which states and to which endusers.74 Developing uniform customs tariff codes for ATT-controlled items, and
uniform standards for the control and verification of ATT-controlled items by
customs authorities, would provide common standards for states parties to collect
information and report on international arms transfers under the ATT, which would
be made easier for states to implement by taking advantage of systems of trade
surveillance already undertaken by all national customs authorities.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
To be effective, the ATT must enable states to regulate the physical movement of
weapons. It should reinforce existing obligations and powers to regulate the
transport of weapons (i) through states' territory or airspace; (ii) by arms transport
service providers operating from their jurisdiction; and (iii) on ships and aircraft
‘flagged’ in their jurisdiction.

Recommendations to all states
1) Under the ATT, each State Party should:


Establish or maintain an effective national system for regulating the
activities of transport service providers involved in transporting conventional
arms covered by the Treaty. Such a system should include:
o registering transport service providers operating within their
territory;
o licensing each proposed transport service provision or activity
relating to a transfer of conventional arms;
o disclosing details of transport and transport service providers in
applications for import and export licences or authorisations;
o requiring transport service providers to maintain for inspection
comprehensive and verifiable documentation, including manifests,
airway bills, bills of lading and invoices, which at a minimum
contain details of the export authorisation, consignee/consignor,
end-user and the relevant customs tariff codes identifying each
movement of ATT-controlled goods.



At a minimum, take effective steps to ensure that transport service
providers in their jurisdictions do not facilitate the supply of conventional
arms in contravention of a binding UN arms embargo, or any other of the
state party’s obligations or commitments on non-proliferation, small arms
and light weapons or other arms control and disarmament



At a minimum, require the operators of vessels and aircraft registered in
their jurisdiction to obtain a prior general authorisation to transport arms as
part of an aircraft or vessel's registration process, and to exclude carriers
found to have been breaching arms embargoes or other arms export laws
from obtaining authorisation to transport arms



Implement existing powers under the ICAO Convention to regulate and
require specific authorisation for the passage of conventional arms (and not
only dangerous goods) through its territory or airspace; and take effective
steps to prevent the movement of any such arms transfer through their
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territory or airspace which is in contravention of a binding UN arms
embargo, or any other of the state party’s obligations or commitments on
non-proliferation, small arms and light weapons or other arms control and
disarmament agreement



Inspect, in accordance with their national authorities and legislation and
consistent with other international law (in particular the law of the sea and
relevant international civil aviation agreements) all cargo in their territory,
including seaports and airports, if the State Party has information that
provides reasonable grounds to believe the cargo forms part of an
international arms transfer which is prohibited under the ATT.



Ensure that transport service providers are required to declare to customs
authorities that they are transporting ATT-controlled goods; and ensure that
customs authorities are required to verify that such shipments have
obtained the necessary authorisation

2) Under the ATT, State Parties’ controls on the transport of weapons (i) through
their territories or airspace; (ii) by arms transport service providers operating from
their jurisdiction; and (iii) on ships and aircraft ‘flagged’ in their jurisdiction; should
incorporate a mechanism for prior risk assessment which would require permission
for the transport activity to be refused if the international arms transfer for which
transport was to be provided was considered to breach the terms of the ATT,
including where there is credible and reliable information indicating a substantial
risk that the intended recipient is likely to use these arms to commit or facilitate
serious violations of international human rights law or international humanitarian
law.

Recommendations to all states’ customs authorities, and to the World Customs Organisation
To facilitate the declaration and verification of ATT-controlled shipments, the World
Customs Organisation and national customs authorities should work with national
export control authorities and the transport industry to provide clearly identifiable
customs tariff codes specifically covering ATT-controlled goods.75

Recommendations to the IMO, ICAO, IATA, ITF and other relevant international organisations
Initiatives on security and safety in the transport industry promoted by the
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International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO), as well as international associations of the transport industry
such as IATA and the “Flags of Convenience Campaign” of the International
Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF), should be encouraged to address the
prevention of weapons, ammunition and associated equipment transfers where they
are likely to contribute to serious violations of international human rights and
humanitarian law, and consider them as “a common security threat”.
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